Painting Narratives: A Showcase of the Arts


**Twilight: Los Angeles, 1992**

Theatre/Dance Production -
This collaboration between Theatre and Dance tells the story of the Rodney King Riots in LA through actual first person accounts. Free admission, but canned goods donation encouraged.

**Twilight Tulsa, 1921, Race Riots in Earlier America: A Search for Meaning**

Students of U.S. History and Communication will perform this dramatic, illustrated reading of original historical accounts and speeches.

**APPR Showcase of Talent**

Celebration of APPR contest winners, plus contributions from students who have worked with the book & contest theme in their classes.

**Associated Event:**

*Just Talk: The '92 L.A. Riots*

The UCCS Kraemer Family Library will feature a this event with riots witness Barbara Headles from the UCCS History Dept., group responses and discussions, and contest promotion.

**UCCS Kraemer Family Library**

1420 Austin Bluffs Pkwy.
Thursday Oct. 12
7 – 8:30 p.m.

**Sponsored by:**

The PPCC Learning Commons, Division of Communications, Humanities and Technical Studies, Division of Math and English, Student Life, PPCC Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.